Forest Friends

Sadie
Mrs. Rabbit was searching for the perfect place in the meadow to birth her babies.
She found a patch of
lupines and decided to
nestle down. Later
that day she birthed ten
babies.
She never dreamed of
having babies. Mr. Rabbit
kept busy gathering food
while Mrs. Rabbit took
care of the babies.
One day while Mr. Rabbit was away there was a fire in the meadow.
Mrs. Rabbit tried to move all her babies to a safe place but there were too many babies.
She asked the buffalo for help but he was running too fast. She asked the birds but they were flying too high.
The me were the only ones who stopped to help but they were too tired.
As the fire blazed, the dark clouds began to build. Were they smoke clouds or storm?
And then it began to rain and the fire slowly went out.
They were thankful to be safe. The lizards did not reach their lupine nest and Mr. Bobbit made it home safely.